We identify a relationship between a random walk on a certain Euclidean lattice and incidence matrices of balanced incomplete block designs. We then compute the return probability of the random walk and use it to obtain the asymptotic number of BIBD incidence matrices (as the number of columns increases). Our strategy is similar in spirit to the one used by de Launey and Levin to count partial Hadamard matrices.
Introduction
In this paper, we will explore a relationship between a particular family of random walks and a certain collection of combinatorially-defined matrices. These matrices, known as balanced incomplete block design incidence matrices, are important in combinatorial design theory. Our goal will be to estimate the number of these matrices as the number of columns increases. Although this task is quite difficult to do directly, it is possible to estimate the return probability of the random walk and then to exploit the connection between the two problems to estimate the number of the matrices. This tactic, adopted from [dLL10] , is noteworthy because it does not require explicit construction of the matrices being studied. Definition 1. We say that an n×t matrix populated with 1's and 0's is an incidence matrix of a balanced incomplete block design if there are positive integers k and such that:
• each column has exactly k 1's, and
• each pair of distinct rows has inner product , which is independent of the choice of the pair.
We will use BIBD as a shorthand for balanced incomplete block design. It is well-known that if > 0, the above conditions imply that the number of 1's in each row is a constant, which we will call r. The following relations between n, t, k, r, and are also well-known:
(1)
tk(k − 1) = n(n − 1)
A reference for (1) and (2) can be found at [DS92, p. 2]; from these, one can easily derive (3). We note from these relations that the parameters n, k, t determine r and , so we will use n, k, t as our free parameters. The goal of this paper will be to prove the following theorem:
Theorem A. Let n, k, t be such that k ≥ 2, n−k ≥ 2, t k n ∈ Z, and t k(k−1) n(n−1) ∈ Z. Let Ψ n,k,t be the number of BIBD incidence matrices of dimensions n × t with k 1's in each column, let d = n 2 , and let
as t → ∞.
To prove Theorem A, we will randomly generate matrices of suitable dimensions as follows: for fixed n and k, we define V n,k to be the collection of all vectors in R n with k 1's and n − k 0's. We will construct a BIBD incidence matrix by concatenating randomly-drawn columns from the collection V n,k and considering whether the inner product condition is satisfied for the resulting matrix.
We now define our random walk and explain its correspondence with BIBD incidence matrices. For an integer n ≥ 2, we set d = n 2 ; the random walk will occur in R d , which will be regarded as a set of column vectors. Instead of using the standard index system for coordinates of R d (i.e. 1, . . . , d), we will take our index set to be the set of all S ⊂ {1, . . . , n} with |S| = 2. We will write the components of x ∈ R d in lexicographic order; that is, x = (x {1,2} , x {1,3} , . . . , x {n−2,n} , x {n−1,n} ) T .
We define a function Z : V n,k → R d by Z( y) = (y 1 y 2 , y 1 y 3 , . . . , y n−2 y n , y n−1 y n ) T .
The purpose of this function is that if Y is the n × t matrix with columns y (1) , . . . , y (t) , written as Y = [ y (1) . . . y (t) ], and 1 is the vector of all ones, then Z( y (1) ) + · · · + Z( y (t) ) = 1 if and only if the inner product between any two rows of Y is . This allows us to reframe the constraint about the inner product or rows as one of a vector sum, which permits us to consider the problem in terms of a random walk.
Definition 2. Let {X t } be the random walk on Z d with increments drawn uniformly at random from {Z( y) : y ∈ V n,k }.
From the previous discussion, the existence of a BIBD incidence matrix is then equivalent to the entry of the random walk X t into the diagonal set ∆ = { 1 : ∈ Z}. The random walk X t is not the ideal random walk to consider, for two reasons: first, the set ∆ is infinite, which makes the probability that X t enters it a bit complicated. Second, the increments of X t clearly do not have mean 0, since vectors of the form {Z( y) : y ∈ V n,k } also have entries that are only 0 and 1.
To fix these issues with X t , we introduce a new random walk, Y t , which will be X t with a correction for its drift. If a vector is chosen uniformly from {Z( y) : y ∈ V n,k }, then the probability of coordinate {i, j} being 1 is equal to the probability that y i = 1 and y j = 1. This probability is n−2 k−2 / n k = k(k−1) n(n−1) , so to obtain a centered random walk, we subtract this term from each coordinate of the increments. That is,
Since we are interested in the probability that the random walk X t is equal to 1 for some constant , we notice by (3) that = k(k−1) n(n−1) t, which implies that X t = 1 if and only if Y t = 0. Hence, our tactic will be to estimate the probability that the random walk Y t returns to 0 after t steps.
Because n × t matrices populated with columns from V n,k lie in a 1-1 correspondence with paths of the random walk X t (hence, with paths of Y t ), it follows that # BIBD incidence matrices # total matrices = # return paths of Y t to 0 # all paths of Y t .
The right-hand side of this equation is precisely the probability that the random walk Y t returns to 0, which we will denote by P (t) n,k ( 0, 0). (Our random walks are understood to always start at the origin, and the n, k subscript serves only to indicate the preset parameters n and k.) The denominator of the left-hand side is n k t , since there are n k distinct choices for each of the t columns. Thus, # BIBD incidence matrices = n k
n,k ( 0, 0)
so to prove Theorem A, we need only to find sufficiently accurate estimates on the return probability of the random walk Y t . We will accomplish this by proving a local central limit theorem for the quantity P (t) n,k ( 0, 0). The basic strategy for estimating P (t) n,k ( 0, 0) will be the standard tactic of using the Fourier inversion formula (see, for instance, [Spi76, P3, p. 57 then for values t such that Y t is supported on Z d , the return probability can be calculated as
We note that Y t is supported on Z d if and only if t
n(n−1) ∈ Z. However, it is not necessary to use the inversion formula in the case when t k(k−1) n(n−1) ∈ Z, since by (3) we trivially see that no such BIBD incidence matrix can exist.
To estimate the integral in (6), we will divide [−π, π] d into regions where |Φ Y ( θ)| is close to 1 and those where it is not, and we will provide estimates on Φ Y ( θ) accordingly. As t becomes large, the bulk of the integral will be determined by the regions in R d where |Φ Y ( θ)| is close to 1, and the contributions from the other parts will become negligible. Since the random walk Y t is merely a spatially-shifted version of X t , it will also be useful to consider the analogously-defined characteristic function Φ X ( θ) = E[e i θ·X1 ]; we will explore the connections between the two and will switch our focus between Φ X and Φ Y depending on which is more convenient.
Before the proof of Theorem A, we note that the restrictions that k ≥ 2 and n − k ≥ 2 occur for technical reasons, although if k = 1, the BIBD incidence matrices are trivial in the sense that the inner product of any two distinct rows of any such matrix is automatically 0. The case where k = 2 is nearly trivial as well, since a BIBD incidence matrix with k = 2 can only occur when every possible column from V n,k occurs the same number of times. One can see without any advanced tactics that the number of such matrices must then be
which is asymptotically equivalent to the formula in Theorem A as shown by Stirling's formula.
We also remark that while in principle the calculation of the return probability of Y t is just a matter of computing asymptotic values in a local central limit theorem, the walk has a special structure that complicates matters. In particular, the increment set of the walk is not symmetric, and the walk takes place on a sublattice of R d which is difficult to specify as a purely combinatorial entity. For these reasons, the common approach of explicitly transforming the walk Y t to a strongly aperiodic random walk on an integer lattice is challenging here, and we will instead opt for the Fourier-analytic approach as previously outlined.
As a final remark, although we do not carry out these computations here, we note that the estimates used to prove Theorem A are sufficiently sharp to prove existence results for balanced incomplete block designs. Specifically, for a fixed n and k, the return probability in (6) could be shown to be positive for sufficiently large suitable t (that is, t where t k n ∈ Z and t k(k−1) n(n−1) ∈ Z). This would imply that there exist balanced incomplete block designs with those parameters. This claim would be similar in principle to Wilson's Theorem (see [DS92, Theorem 4.1, p. 7]), which shows that for = 1 and a fixed k, a BIBD exists if n is sufficiently large.
The outline of the sections is as follows: in Section 2, we give an explicit description of the so-called 'maximal set' of the characteristic function; that is, the set where |Φ Y ( θ)| = 1. In Section 3, we discuss how to decompose the integral in (6) in terms of this maximal set. In Section 4, we provide estimates on the integral contributions far from the maximal set. In Section 5, we introduce an important combinatorially-defined matrix N and use it to obtain bounds on the integral contribution near the maximal set. In Section 6, we compute the expression f (n, k) found in the statement of Theorem A. This expression will arise as the determinant of a principal submatrix of the aforementioned matrix N . Finally, in Section 7 we put all the parts together to prove Theorem A.
Extreme Values of the Characteristic Function
In this section, we seek to understand the set where the characteristic functions Φ X and Φ Y have maximum absolute value. We begin with the operative definitions:
Proposition 3. The sets Λ X and Λ Y are equal.
Proof. Note that Y 1 = X 1 − v, where v is deterministic. Then for any θ,
which gives the desired result.
Although Λ Y corresponds to the random walk actually used in the calculation and in the Fourier Inversion formula in (6), Λ X corresponds to the walk without the drift correction and is at times more computationally convenient. We note that λ ∈ Λ X ⇐⇒ e i λ·Z( x) = e i λ·Z( y) for all x, y ∈ V n,k which implies that
Proof. Let λ ∈ Λ X . By (7), we see that λ · X 1 does not depend on the random vector X 1 , so e i λ·X1 is a deterministic quantity. Hence,
and since e i λ·X1 = E[e i λ·X1 ], the first claim is shown. The proof of the same statement for Φ Y is identical.
Remark 5. In particular, we see that Λ X is closed under addition modulo 2π. Moreover, (7) shows that Λ X is closed under negation, so it is closed under subtraction (modulo 2π) as well.
In all the following, we will assume that k ≥ 2 and n − k ≥ 2. We will frequently refer to vectors in R d being equivalent modulo 2π; by this, we mean that all their corresponding coordinates should be congruent to one another modulo 2π.
Suppose that there exists 0 > 0 such that for all x, y ∈ V n,k , there exist z ∈ Z and with | | < 0 such that [Z( x) · µ − Z( y) · µ] = 2πz + . Then for any distinct integers a, b, c, d ∈ {1, . . . , n} there exist z ∈ Z and with | | < 2 0 such that [µ {a,c} − µ {b,c} ] = [µ {a,d} − µ {b,d} ] + 2πz + .
The interpretation of this lemma is that if [Z( x) · µ − Z( y) · µ] mod 2π is nearly 0 for all x, y ∈ V n,k , then expressions of the form [µ {a,j} − µ {b,j} ] mod 2π are (nearly) independent of j.
After establishing Lemma 6, we obtain a useful corollary by letting 0 → 0 and using (7):
Corollary 7. If λ ∈ Λ X , then for any fixed a, b the expression λ {a,j} − λ {b,j} is independent of j (mod 2π).
We remark that the original idea for Corollary 7 was suggested by Warwick de Launey in a personal communication via David Levin.
Proof of Lemma 6. Without loss of generality, we assume that a = 1, b = 2, c = 3, and d = 4. We first define the following vectors in V n,k : 
and hence,
Our assumption implies that there exist z ∈ Z and
by the triangle inequality. To verify that generality was not lost in our above argument, we note that if a, b, c, d were arbitrary and distinct, we could permute the coordinates of the x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , x 4 appropriately and repeat the same argument. The essential point is that these four vectors are identical in all but the coordinates a, b, c, and d, and that their differences in those coordinates parallel the ones above. After this adjustment, the proof proceeds as above.
Suppose that there exists 0 > 0 such that for all x, y ∈ V n,k , there exist z ∈ Z and with
is nearly 0 for all x, y ∈ V n,k , then all vector components of µ are nearly constant modulo 2π k−1 . We note that this lemma implicitly requires that a = b and c = d. As before, Lemma 8 yields a useful corollary obtained by letting 0 → 0 and using (7):
Corollary 9. If λ ∈ Λ X , then all the components of λ are congruent to one another (mod 
Next, we fix some integer w with 3 ≤ w ≤ n. For each term in the sum where j = w, we use Lemma 6 to replace [µ {1,j} − µ {2,j} ] with [µ {1,w} − µ {2,w} ] plus an error term. Executing this replacement for all j shows that there exist z ∈ Z and 2 with | 2 | < 2(k − 1) 0 such that
Dividing by k − 1 then shows that there exists 3 with | 3 | < 2 0 such that
We note here that the choices of 1 and 2 in the coordinates of µ were merely consequences of the construction of the vectors y 1 and y 2 . For any distinct u, v, w, permuting the coordinates of those vectors appropriately (and adjusting the subsequent arguments) shows that there exist z ∈ Z and 3 with | 3 | < 2 0 such that µ {u,w} − µ {v,w} = 2π
Finally, we let a, b, c, d be distinct. By applying (8) twice and using the triangle inequality, we see that there exist z ∈ Z and 4 with | 4 | < 4 0 such that
as desired.
Next, we examine some "building block" vectors that will help to characterize the set Λ X .
Definition 10. For a fixed n and k and 1 ≤ a ≤ n, we define the vector β a to be the vector with β a {i,j} = 1 if i = a or j = a, and β a {i,j} = 0 otherwise. We also define α a = 1 − β a ; that is, α Proof. In light of (7), we wish to show that modulo 2π, the expressions
do not depend on the choice of x ∈ V n,k . Fix a, and let x ∈ V n,k be arbitrary. A straightforward calculation shows that if
will have exactly k − 1 coordinates of the form {a, ·} whose entries are 1. On the other hand, if
Finally, for any x ∈ V n,k and any γ ∈ R, we have Z( x) · γ 1 = k 2 γ. Using these vectors, we arrive at the desired full characterization of Λ X .
Lemma 12. Let β a and α a be as defined in Definition 10. Suppose that λ ∈ [−π, π] d and λ ∈ Λ X . Then there exist γ ∈ [0, 2π) and integers m i ∈ [0, k − 1) such that
Moreover, this representation of λ is unique.
Remark 13. This decomposition of Λ X (= Λ Y ) shows that the set is made up of a number of distinct 1-dimensional sets, all of which are lines parallel to the vector 1.
Proof of Lemma 12. Let λ ∈ Λ X . Set γ = λ {1,2} , and set θ = λ − γ 1. We note that by Remark 5 and Proposition 11 that θ ∈ Λ X . Moreover, since θ {1,2} = 0, by Corollary 9 we see that θ {a,b} ≡ 0 (mod 2π k−1 ) for all {a, b}. That is, for each {a, b}, there are unique integers z and m (both of which depend on a and b) such that m ∈ [0, k − 1) and
For j ≥ 3, we set m j to be the integer m which satisfies (9) when {a, b} = {1, j}.
If we set
then we again note by Remark 5 and Proposition 11 that ζ ∈ Λ X . We still have ζ {a,b} ≡ 0 (mod 2π k−1 ) for all {a, b}. Hence, to complete the existence portion of the proof, it remains only to show that ζ is a multiple of α 1 . For a fixed j ≥ 2, the only vector of the set { β i : i ≥ 2} with a nonzero {1, j} component is β j . Thus, ζ {1,j} ≡ 0 (mod 2π) for all j ≥ 3; further, since θ {1,2} ≡ 0 (mod 2π), we have ζ {1,j} ≡ 0 (mod 2π) as well. For 3 ≤ i < j ≤ n, by Corollary 7 we have
, these equations imply that ζ {i,j} ≡ ζ {2,j} ≡ ζ {2,3} (mod 2π), which shows that ζ is a multiple of α 1 . Finally, we argue the uniqueness of these expressions of vectors in Λ X . Of the collection of vectors consisting of 1, α 1 , and β j with j ≥ 3, only 1 has a nonzero {1, 2} component; this implies the uniqueness of γ. Further, for j ≥ 3, only 1 and β j have a nonzero {1, j} component; this implies the uniqueness of m j for j ≥ 3. The uniqueness of the final coefficient, m 1 , follows.
Anatomy of the Integral
Having worked in the previous section to obtain a full characterization of the set Λ Y , our next goal is to explain how we will decompose the integral in (6). The ultimate goal of this section will be to work toward the decompositions found in (19) and (20). These expression will require a good deal of technical setup. The outline of this section is as follows: first, Lemma 14 and Proposition 15 will explore the nature of the multi-set {Φ Y ( λ) t : λ ∈ Λ Y }. Next, we will discuss how we separate the region [−π, π] d into smaller pieces, culminating with (18). Finally, we will combine these two ideas to obtain (19) and (20).
We begin with the multi-set {Φ Y ( λ) t : λ ∈ Λ Y } and will first consider the case where t = 1.
Proof. This follows immediately from three computations, which are straightforward from (4) and Definition 10:
Our next goal is to investigate the nature of the multi-set
Because γ in Lemma 12 can be anything in the interval [0, 2π), the set Λ Y is infinite. Thus, we define a set
by eliminating the γ 1 component of Λ Y . We also define the set
We note that each vector in Λ Y has a unique representative in [−π, π) d . Lemma 14 shows that for any λ ∈ Λ Y and any γ, we have
Therefore, in order to understand the nature of the multi-set
This is particularly useful since Λ Y consists of several subsets parallel to 1, whence the set Λ Y consists of one representative vector for each distinct diagonal component. It is easy to see that
We remark here that since 
Next, suppose that t k n ∈ Z, but that t
n(n−1) = j with j ∈ Z. In this case, we have t 
and b|(k − 1), it follows that the multi-set {Φ Y ( λ) : λ ∈ Λ Y } consists of all the b th roots of unity, each having the same number of appearances.
We now seek to break up the integral (2π)
and note by Corollary 9 that Λ X ⊂ Λ 0 .
Definition 16. For δ > 0, we divide the set of equivalence classes modulo 2πZ
d , into three regions:
The idea is that R δ A is the region close to Λ X . The set R δ B is the region which is close to satisfying the modular condition in (13) but is not close to Λ X . Finally, R δ C is the region which is far from satisfying the modular condition. Since Λ X is where the characteristic function has |Φ Y ( λ)| = 1, only R δ A should significantly contribute to the integral in (6), while the other terms should become negligible for sufficiently large t.
What follows are some technical observations about these newly-defined sets.
is equivalent to a scalar multiple of 1 (mod 2π).
Proof. We first note that λ 1 − λ 2 ≡ ζ 2 − ζ 1 (mod 2π). If we set θ = λ 1 − λ 2 , then since both λ 1 and λ 2 are in Λ 0 , so also is θ. Let a, b, c, d be arbitrary. Since θ ∈ Λ 0 , it follows that θ {a,b} − θ {c,d} is a multiple of 2π k−1 . On the other hand,
by the triangle inequality. Since the term inside the absolute values is equivalent to θ {a,b} − θ {c,d} (modulo 2π), it follows that θ {a,b} − θ {c,d} ≡ 0 (mod 2π). The fact that this holds for all coordinates implies that θ is equivalent to a multiple of 1 (mod 2π). 
and |ζ
i {a,b} | < δ for i = 1, 2 and all choices of a, b. From Lemma 17 we see that λ 1 − λ 2 is equivalent to a scalar multiple of 1, which is necessarily in Λ X (Proposition 11). But since Λ X is closed under subtraction (Remark 5), it cannot hold that λ 1 − λ 2 ∈ Λ X , yielding a contradiction.
Corollary 19. Suppose δ < π 2(k−1) and that we have Proof. Since λ 1 = λ 2 + c 1 for some multiple c, this follows immediately from the uniqueness of the coefficients in Lemma 12.
Remark 20. The purpose of this corollary is to show that while expressions of vectors in R δ A are certainly not unique, they are unique up to the diagonal components of Λ X , which are determined by the coefficients m i . We will eventually want to decompose R δ A into a collection of tubes, and it will be important that these tubes are disjoint, which is what is proved by this lemma.
We now discuss the full anatomy of the integral used in the Fourier inversion formula. For convenience of notation, we define
Here, the parameter n is implicitly involved in determining d = n 2 , and both n and k are used implicitly to define the walk Y t . When δ < π 2(k−1) , by Corollary 18 we have
which is motivated by segregating the region where |Φ Y ( θ) t | is close to 1 (that is, R 
where Λ Y is defined as in (11). We recall from (12) that |Λ Y | = (k − 1) n−1 , and Corollary 19 shows that this is a disjoint union when δ < 2π k−1 . We now use (16) to reconsider the integral in (14), which yields
We note that 0 ∈ Λ Y and so we consider the nonzero vectors λ ∈ Λ Y . If θ = λ + γ 1 + ζ, then since Φ Y (γ 1) = 1 as implied by the proof of Lemma 14, Proposition 4 shows that
Hence, it follows that
Finally, we note by Proposition 15 that if t
n(n−1) ∈ Z but t k n ∈ Z, then the sum in the parentheses of (18) is 0 and we have
On the other hand, if t
n(n−1) ∈ Z and t k n ∈ Z, then by Proposition 15, (18) becomes
Later, we will allow t and δ to vary in a certain way together, so that the integral over R δ B ∪ R δ C approaches zero in both (19) and (20). This corresponds to the fact that a balanced incomplete block design cannot exist unless t k n ∈ Z, which is shown by (1).
Bounds Far from the Maximal Set
Having established our decomposition of the integral, we now desire to estimate the integral terms that appear in (19) and (20). The region R A is the set that is "near" Λ X and will contribute the bulk of the integral, so our goal is to provide upper bounds for the integrand on the regions R Lemma 21. Suppose δ < k
Remark 22. The essential point is that the bound holds when δ is sufficiently small in a manner that depends only on the preset and fixed parameters n and k. In the sequel, we will allow δ → 0 and the exact threshold for when the bound applies will not be of importance.
Remark 23. Our previous assumptions on n and k are that k ≥ 2 and n−k ≥ 2. We notice that in the particular case where k = 2, the set R δ B is empty. This is because the defining characteristic of Λ 0 simply reduces to all coordinates being congruent to one another modulo 2π; hence, taken modulo 2π the vector is a multiple of 1. By Proposition 11, vectors which satisfy this condition are necessarily in Λ X , implying that Λ X = Λ 0 in this case. Since R δ B is empty, the bound in Lemma 21 vacuously holds in this case, so we will assume that k ≥ 3 in the proof.
∈ Λ X , then by (7) there exist x, y so that modulo 2π, we have |Z( 
We note that
and that
4 so substituting these into (21) yields
We also note that when k ≥ 3,
and applying this to (22) gives
Now, let µ = λ + ζ, where λ ∈ Λ 0 \ Λ X and |ζ {i,j} | < δ for all i, j. Since
, by the triangle inequality and the fact that
coordinates and is 0 elsewhere. Since |V n,k | = n k , this shows that
and that in particular,
An identical argument with sines instead of cosines shows that
By (24) and (25), we have
and since our assumptions on δ imply that k 2 δ < 1, we employ the estimate
Putting this together with (23) and our assumptions on δ gives
Next, we seek to find a bound for the integrand on the region R 
When computing Φ X ( µ), we use the same arguments and calculations that led to (21) and (22), but with δ/4 in place of 2π k−1 inside the cosine function, to obtain
Then if δ < 4, we have
Proof. We remark that since |Φ Y ( µ)| = |Φ X ( µ)| as shown in the proof of Proposition 3, the bounds in Lemmas 21 and 24 apply to |Φ Y ( µ)| as well. The assumption on δ implies that both Lemmas 21 and 24 apply. Moreover, when this assumption on δ holds, it is easy to verify that the upper bound given in Lemma 24 is larger than the upper bound given in Lemma 21. Putting those estimates together yields
Bounds Near the Maximal Set
We now seek to analyze the integrand in the region R δ A . By considering (20), we see that our primary concern will be to determine bounds for the integral on the region T δ 0 ⊂ R δ A . We first define some combinatorial terms; for j ∈ Z + with j ≤ n, we set
and we note that if j ≤ k, then C j = k j n j whereas if j > k then C j = 0. (Although the C j terms depend on both parameters n and k, we will opt to omit this from the notation.)
We also define a d×d matrix N . We regard the indices of N in the same way that we regard the indices of R d ; that is, its indices are sets of the form {a, b} with 1 ≤ a < b ≤ n. Entries in the matrix N will be denoted by N {a,b},{c,d} . We define these entries in terms of the aforementioned combinatorial coefficients C j , as follows:
Proof. We first note two easily-verified computations:
and
We will show that the sum of the columns of N is 0. For a fixed {a, b}, we consider coordinates of the form {c, d}. Exactly one coordinate (namely, {a, b}) has |{a, b} ∩ {c, d}| = 2, exactly 2(n − 2) coordinates have |{a, b} ∩ {c, d}| = 1, and exactly n−2 2 = (n−2)(n−3) 2 coordinates have |{a, b} ∩ {c, d}| = 0. The claim that N 1 = 0 then amounts to showing that
which follows immediately from (29) and (30). The claim 1 T N = 0 T then follows from the symmetry of N .
To motivate the construction of the matrix N , we let ξ be a randomlyselected element of V n,k ∈ R n and we recall that Z( ξ) = (ξ 1 ξ 2 , ξ 1 ξ 3 , . . . , ξ n−1 ξ n ).
We also recall that the random walk Y t has increments of the form Z( ξ) − C 2 1 where ξ is chosen randomly and uniformly from the elements in V n,k . For µ ∈ [−π, π] d , we will be interested in computing and estimating quantities of the form
for p = 1, 2, 3, 4. The purpose of the matrix N is the following proposition:
Proof. The left term is
where the last sum is taken over all ordered pairs of coordinate sets. To prove the result, we must show that this quadratic form agrees with the entries of N ;
is given by the coefficients of N in (28).
We first consider the terms in the sum where |{a, b} ∩ {c, d}| = 2; that is, {c, d} = {a, b}. Here,
since all vectors in V n,k have entries that are either 0 or 1. The product ξ a ξ b will be 1 if ξ a = 1 and ξ b = 1; otherwise, it will be 0. Of the n k vectors in V n,k , there are n−2 k−2 vectors which have ξ a = 1 and ξ b = 1, corresponding to the ways to select the locations for the remaining k − 2 1's from the remaining n − 2 possible positions. Hence, the probability that ξ a ξ b is 1 is
Substituting this into (32) gives
which agrees with the corresponding coefficient of N . Next, we consider the terms in the sum where |{a, b} ∩ {c, d}| = 1 by considering an index pair of the form {a, b}, {a, c}. In this case,
By analyzing the first term in a fashion similar to our discussion of (33), we see that E[ξ a ξ b ξ c ] = n−3 k−3 / n k = C 3 . Using this and (33) in (34) shows that
which again agrees with the corresponding coefficient of N .
Finally, we consider the case where |{a, b} ∩ {c, d} = 0|; that is, a, b, c, d are all distinct. Here,
and as before, the expectation of the first term is
which also agrees with the corresponding entry of N .
Remark 28. The process Y t was defined as being the process X t with a drift correction, which corresponds to the calculation in (33). That calculation shows that the term in (31) is 0 when p = 1. We have now calculated the term when p = 2; in the following Lemma, we will estimate (rather than compute) the terms with p = 3 and p = 4.
Lemma 29. Let δ > 0. Then there is a function ε 1 :
Further, if dδ < 1, then for µ ∈ T δ 0 we have
Proof. For this proof, we will mimic the proof of Lemma 3.1 in [dLL10] . Since µ ∈ T δ 0 , we can write
where |ζ {i,j} | < δ for all {i, j}. We begin with the remainder bounds on Taylor polynomials for e z . If a ≥ 0 and b is real, we have
For a reference, one can find (40) as [Bil95, equation 26 .4]; (41) is proved similarly. Using (40) with j = 1 shows that
By (39) and Proposition 26, we note that
We note from the triangle inequality that
|ζ {a,b} ζ {c,d} N {a,b},{c,d} | and we observe that all coefficients of N have absolute value at most 1 since 0 ≤ C j < 1 for j = 2, 3, 4. Since the components of ζ are bounded by δ, it follows that | µ T N µ| < {a,b},{c,d}
Using this in conjunction with (42) establishes that
Next, let y be any vector in V n,k . For convenience of notation, we set W ( y) = Z( y) − C 2 1. Using (41) with j = 3 implies that
Using this with the fact that | Re(z)| < |z| for any z ∈ C, we see that
We now let y be a random, uniformly-chosen element of V n,k . From (45), we see that
Since Re is linear, we have E[Re(e i µ·W ( y) )] = Re(Φ Y ( µ)). Hence, (46) and Proposition 27 combine to yield
To obtain a preliminary bound on Im(Φ Y ( µ)), we set j = 2 in (41) to obtain
and since | Im(z)| < |z|, we have
Using the same argument as for the real part, we see that if y is a random, uniformly-chosen element of V n,k ,
and by Remark 28 we have E[ µ · W ( y)] = 0, so it follows that
To prove (36) and (37), we need to bound the expectations in (47) and (48). For any y ∈ V n,k , we have 1 · Z( y) = k 2 , and 1 · C 2 1 = k(k−1) n(n−1) n(n−1) 2 = k 2 ; hence, using µ = γ 1 + ζ from (39) shows that
For any y ∈ V n,k , the components of W ( y) all have absolute value at most 1. Since the components of ζ have absolute value at most δ, by the triangle inequality we have
Combining (49) with (48) yields (37). Likewise, using (49) with (47) shows that
and combining this with (44) via the triangle inequality gives
Dividing both sides by e
and by (43), we see that
Therefore, we have
where
which establishes (36). Finally, to establish (38), we note from (36) that
and by (43) and the assumption that (dδ) < 1, we see that
The Submatrix Determinant
We now reconsider the d × d matrix N as defined in (28). As implied by Proposition 26 this matrix is singular. Our primary concern in the upcoming calculations will not be N , but its (d − 1) × (d − 1) principal submatrix obtained by removing the row and column with index {n − 1, n}. We will denote this submatrix by M . We will need to discuss the corresponding subspace 
Proof. We begin by reparametrizing the middle integral. We define a region better suited for the upcoming reparametrization: . Therefore, we have
To reparametrize the integral, we define a function g :
It is easy to see that the Jacobian determinant of this transformation is 1, and that
For convenience of notation, we write ν 0 = (ν {1,2} , . . . , ν {n−2,n} , 0) T and we set θ = g( ν), so that θ = ν 0 + ν {n−1,n} 1. From Proposition 26, we see that
By applying the change of variables formula to the integral, we obtain
and since the rightmost integrand no longer depends on ν {n−1,n} , we can integrate that variable to get
Next, we let h :
be the projection onto the first d−1 coordinates, and we set µ = h( ν). (We introduce this notation only so that we have a convenient way to distinguish between vectors in R d and in
Applying the change of variables formula to (51) then yields
Using this on the left and right of (50) completes the proof.
Our strategy for estimating the integral in (20) is as follows: we will use Proposition 25 to show that the second integral term vanishes, and we will use Lemma 29 to exchange the first integral term for a Gaussian integral involving e T M µ . If we can establish that M is positive definite and compute its determinant, then the remainder of the estimation is straightforward. We will first compute the determinant:
The proof of this calculation is quite long and tedious, so we delay it until the end of this section. After obtaining this determinant, completing the strategy outlined above is not difficult.
Corollary 32. The matrix M is positive definite.
Proof. The quadratic form associated to matrix N is positive semidefinite, since it corresponds to a nonnegative expectation in Propositon 27. Hence, the eigenvalues of N are all nonnegative. By Cauchy's interlace theorem (see, for example, [Hwa04] ), the eigenvalues of M are also all nonnegative. But by examining their product, det(M ), we note that this product is nonzero as long as k ≥ 2 and n − k ≥ 2. This means that each eigenvalue is strictly positive and that M is therefore positive definite.
Since M is positive definite, there is a unique symmetric, positive definite matrix P such that P 2 = M . In an upcoming integral computation, we will need to understand the set
and |µ {i,j} | < δ for all i, j .
Rather than actually computing this set, it will suffice for us to bound it.
Proposition 33. There exist positive constants D 1 , D 2 which depend only on n and k such that for all δ > 0,
Proof. Since P is positive definite, the linear transformation corresponding to P maps the box [−1, 1] d−1 to some nondegenerate subset of R d−1 . Therefore, there are constants D 1 and D 2 such that
These constants depend on the matrix P , which is defined in terms of the matrix M , which depends only on the constants n and k. We scale these sets by a factor of δ and exploit the linearity of the transformation associated to matrix P to obtain
Remark 34. The salient detail of Proposition 33 is that D 1 and D 2 do not depend on δ. This proposition will be needed when employing the aforementioned Gaussian integral techniques.
The remainder of this section is dedicated to computing det(M ). The first step toward this goal is finding a convenient expression of N in terms of elementary matrices. We remark here that at several points in the upcoming calculations, we will refer to 1 × 1 matrices, to their entries, and to their determinants interchangeably.
Fix r ∈ N. We will denote the r × r identity matrix by I r . We will define x r to be the vector in R r with all entries 1; i.e.
We will also define y r ∈ R r to be the vector with the last two entries 1 and all other entries 0; i.e. y r = (0, . . . , 0, 1, 1) T .
We collect some useful computations involving these vectors: 
We recall from Definition 10 that β a is defined by β a {i,j} = 1 if i = a or j = a and β a {i,j} = 0 otherwise. We let χ a be the vector obtained by truncating
For example, if n = 5, then 
where the labels to the right denote the standard coordinate enumeration of R d−1 . We note that of all the vectors β a , the only ones that had a (now removed) 1 in the {n − 1, n} coordinate are β n−1 and β n . The primary importance of the matrix Q is the computation of the (d − 1) × (d − 1) matrix QQ T , which can be found by examining the inner products of rows {a, b} and {c, d} of Q:
Comparing this computation with (28) sheds light on why Q is a useful matrix. We will also need to consider the n × n matrix QQ T , which can be expressed as
To see this, we consider the inner products of columns of the matrix Q. The inner product of any column with itself is the number of 1's in that column, which is n − 1 for all but the last two columns and is n − 2 for the last two columns; these agree with the diagonal entries of the sum in (61). Similarly, the inner product of distinct columns i and j is 1, corresponding to the 1 found in the {i, j} row of each column. The exception is if i = n − 1 and j = n (or vice versa), where the inner product is 0. These entries are also given by the sum in (61). We also make note of the following computation, to be used when computing det(M ):
This follows from fact the every column in Q has n − 1 entries equal to 1, except for the last two, which have only n − 2 entries equal to 1. We are ready to express our matrix M of interest in terms of these constituent parts:
Proposition 35. With matrices M , I d−1 , x d−1 , Q, and coefficients C i as previously defined, and with a 1 = C 2 − 2C 3 + C 4 , a 2 = C 4 − C 2 2 , and a 3 = C 3 − C 4 ,
We will verify that these entries of R agree with the entries in (28) by using (55) and (60). A coordinate pair of the form ({a, b}, {a, b}) (i.e. one on the diagonal of R) receives a contribution from all three parts of the sum in (63):
A coordinate pair of the form ({a, b}, {a, c}) (i.e. exactly one shared component) does not receive a contribution from the identity matrix in (63), so R {a,b},{a,c} = a 2 + a 3
Finally, a coordinate pair of the form ({a, b}, {c, d}) (i.e. no shared components) receives a contribution only from the
The useful characterization of M in Proposition 35 will allow us to compute the determinant of M when combined with the following lemmas:
Lemma 36 (Matrix Determinant Lemma). Let W be an invertible r ×r matrix and let U, V be r × s matrices. Then
Proof. See [Har97, Theorem 18.1].
Lemma 37 (Generalized Sherman-Morrison-Woodbury Identity). Let W be an invertible r × r matrix and for i = 1, . . . , L let U i , V i be r × s matrices. Define the Ls × Ls matrix X by
is invertible, and its inverse is given by
In particular, with L = 1 in Lemma 37, we obtain the following:
Lemma 38 (Woodbury Matrix Identity). Let W be an invertible r × r matrix and let U, V be r × s matrices. Define
T is invertible, and Finally, before computing det(M ), we remark that if k = 2, we have C 3 = C 4 = 0 and therefore a 3 = 0 in Lemma 35. For technical reasons, this will require us to approach the computation differently when k = 2. However, the formula given in Lemma 31 will still hold in this case, even though the proof is slightly different.
Proof of Lemma 31. We first assume that k ≥ 3. Recalling the definitions of a 1 , a 2 , and a 3 in Proposition 35, we have
so a 3 > 0. Similarly,
and since
it follows that a 1 > 0 as well. We define a constant w that will appear in several places:
Since a 3 > 0 and a 1 > 0, it follows that w ≥ 1. Starting with the decomposition in Proposition 35, we set
so that we have
Once we have shown that E is invertible, by the Matrix Determinant Lemma we will have
This breaks the computation of det(M ) into two smaller computations; we will handle the computation of 1 + x
is invertible, applying the Woodbury Matrix Identity to (65) yields
Applying (61) to the Q T Q expression in (67) and using w as in (64) gives
To argue that G is invertible (hence, that E is), and to compute G −1 , we use the generalized Sherman-Morrison-Woodbury Identity on (69). Here, the matrix X in Lemma 37 is the 2 × 2 matrix which can be computed using (56) and (58):
a3 ≥ 2, it follows that this determinant is nonzero. Hence, X is invertible, which implies that G is invertible, and therefore E is invertible, justifying the use of (66).
By inverting the 2 × 2 matrix X and applying the generalized Sherman Morrison-Woodbury Identity, after some algebra we have
giving us an explicit formula for G −1 . By (68), this also gives an explicit formula for E −1 . The right half of the computation in (66) can be rewritten using (68) to obtain
and by using (62) to replace
which can be computed due to the explicit formula for G −1 given in (71). For convenience of notation, we set
since these matrices appear in the more complicated portion of G −1 . To expand the product in (72), we observe four useful calculations that make use of (56) and (58):
Using these calculations in (72), along with (56) and (58) again and a great deal of algebra, we have
This yields a formula for the second factor on the right-hand side of (66). To find a formula the first factor on the right-hand side of (66), we seek to compute det(E). By the Matrix Determinant Lemma, we have
We set
and we note that if F is invertible, then by the Matrix Determinant Lemma, we have
To establish that F is invertible and to compute F −1 , we use the Woodbury Matrix Identity on (74). Because
it follows from Lemma 38 that F is invertible, so that the use of (75) is indeed justified. Moreover, from this lemma we obtain
We combine this with (58) and find, after some algebra, that
To find det(F ), we apply the Matrix Determinant Lemma to (74) to see that
By substituting the results of (77) and (76) into (75) and simplifying, we find that
From here, (78) and (73) yield the two factors of det(M ) in (66). We multiply these together and substitute the definition of w in (64). Then, we substitute the values of a 1 , a 2 , a 3 in Proposition 35; following this, using the definition of the C i constants and simplifying yields (52). Finally, in the case where k = 2, we note that (52) reduces to the particularly simple expression
When k = 2, the coefficients a 1 , a 2 , a 3 are
The preceding proof does not work since a 3 appears in many denominators. To verify that the formula in (79) still holds, we reconsider the decomposition of M in Proposition 35. In this case,
so the determinant is much more straightforward than the case where k ≥ 3. In particular, since a 1 = 0 we can apply the Matrix Determinant Lemma to (80). This gives
which matches (79) and completes the proof.
Proof of Main Theorem
Our next task is to find suitable lower and upper bounds for the integral used to compute P (t) n,k ( 0, 0). With D 1 and D 2 defined as in Proposition 33, we define two quantities of interest:
Theorem 39. Suppose that δ < k
, and let t ≥ 2 be any integer such that t < 2(dδ)
n(n−1) is not an integer, then
If t
Finally, if both t
n(n−1) and t k n are integers, then
Remark 40. In the sequel, δ will be chosen to vary with t in such a way that tδ 2 diverges to infinity. This will cause the bound in (82) to tend to 0, which reflects the fact that a balanced incomplete block design can only exist when t k n is an integer as shown in (1). The terms U (n, k, t, δ) and L(n, k, t, δ) will also approach 1, which will cause (83) and (84) to yield the asymptotics for the return probability of the random walk Y t . This will then give the asymptotics for the number of balanced incomplete block designs as t increases.
Remark 41. Since k ≥ 2 and n − k ≥ 2, we have n k ≥ n 2 = d; hence, our assumption on δ implies in particular that δ < d −1 , which will be referenced throughout the proof.
We require some technical lemmas before proving Theorem 39.
Definition 42. For any positive number t and any complex number z, we set β(z) = b/a and α(z, t) = 1 − t 2 β(z) 2 .
Lemma 43. Let t ≥ 2 be an integer, and let z ∈ C with Re(z) > 0 and α(z, t) > 0. Then
Proof. This requires only trivial modifications to parts (i) and (iv) of Proposition A.2 in [dLL10] .
Lemma 44. Let ρ be a positive real number. Then
Proof. Using the standard trick of multiplying two copies of the integral together, using Fubini's Theorem, and converting to polar coordinates, we have Proof of Theorem 39. We first consider the case where t
is not an integer. From the definitions of X t and Y t , since X t is supported on Z d then it is trivially only possible to have Y t = 0 if t k(k−1) n(n−1) ∈ Z, which establishes (81). When t k(k−1) n(n−1) ∈ Z, we recall from (6) that
If t k n ∈ Z, then from (19), we have
whence Proposition 25 gives rise to (82).
so that Proposition 25 yields
Therefore, to prove (83) and (84), it will suffice to show that L(n, k, t, δ)
Moreover, since Φ Y (− θ) and Φ Y ( θ) are complex conjugates and T δ 0
is closed under negation, we have
Our strategy will be to relate Re(
t by using Lemma 43. Let t ≥ 2 be an integer and let β(z), α(z, t) be as in Definition 42. From Lemma 29, for θ ∈ T δ 0 we have
Since by hypothesis t < 2(dδ) −3 , it follows that 
and if β and α denote β(Φ Y ( θ)) and α(Φ Y ( θ), t) respectively, then from (86) we have
and substituting these bounds into (92) gives
To verify (87) (and thus complete the proof), by (93) and (88) it suffices to show that
so we now turn our attention to the integral in the middle. Using Lemma 30, we see that
We recall from Corollary 32 that M is positive definite, so there is a symmetric, positive definite matrix P for which P 2 = M . Hence, Since the integrand is positive, using Proposition 33 gives 2π det(P ) [−D1δ,D1δ] and since det(P ) = det(M ), this yields (94) and completes the proof.
Proof of Theorem A. The main point of the proof is to allow t and δ to vary in such a way that in (83) and (84), the U and L terms tend to 1, while the error terms in (82), (83), and (84) tend to 0. For a fixed n and k, we claim that setting δ = t −5/12 will accomplish this. We first note that for sufficiently large t, δ is arbitrarily small and thus δ < for sufficiently large t we have t < 2(dδ) −3 . This allows all parts of Theorem 39 to be used.
We turn our attention to the terms in square brackets in L and U . Since 6 t/2 → 1 as t → ∞. Putting the above pieces together, we have now shown that as t → ∞, L(n, k, t, t −5/12 ) → 1 and U (n, k, t, t −5/12 ) → 1. Hence, (83) and (84) imply that if t is such that t Combining these inequalities with (5) and the calculation of det(M ) in Lemma 31 completes the proof.
Conclusion
The basic strategy of this work is adopted in principle from [dLL10] , where these analogous tasks were completed for partial Hadamard matrices instead of BIBD incidence matrices. However, the structural differences between the two combinatorial design types necessitated two significant adaptations. First, the maximal set of the Hadamard walk characteristic function is rather different from the one given for the BIBD walk characteristic function in (12). In particular, the maximal set for the partial Hadamard walk characteristic function was a zero-dimensional subset of R d , whereas the maximal set for the BIBD walk characteristic function was a one-dimensional subset of R d . This corresponds to the fundamental difference that the partial Hadamard walk was supported on a d-dimensional sublattice of R d , whereas the BIBD walk is actually supported on an (d − 1)-dimensional sublattice of R d . The second key difference between the partial Hadamard walk and the BIBD walk rested in a computation of a second moment. Specifically, finding the return probabilities of each walk required computation of the quantity E[( µ · Y 1 ) 2 ], where µ ∈ R d and Y 1 represented a single step of the respective random walks. In both cases, it was computed that E[( µ · Y 1 ) 2 ] = µ T N µ for some d × d matrix N . In the BIBD walk, N was the combinatorially-defined matrix given in (28), which required significant further analysis and a lengthy computation of its principal minor. In the partial Hadamard walk, N was instead the identity matrix I d , which simplified many of the calculations and entirely avoided the need for a discussion such as that in Section 6.
While we believe that counting the incidence matrices of balanced incomplete block designs is of independent interest, we note here that a related and well-studied problem in combinatorial design theory is that of the number of isomorphism classes of balanced incomplete block designs. These designs are typically regarded as a set of elements (called points) and a multi-set of subsets (called blocks) of these points. Each BIBD incidence matrix corresponds to a balanced incomplete block design, though this correspondence is not one-to-one. Permuting different columns of a BIBD incidence matrix will yield a different incidence matrix, but these correspond to the same underlying design. The isomorphism classes of the underlying designs correspond to certain permissible permutations of the rows of the incidence matrices. Translating the equivalence classes of the underlying designs to equivalence classes of the incidence matrices is a nontrivial combinatorial problem that we hope to consider in the future. Specifically, we hope to relate Theorem A to these equivalence classes of incidence matrices to see if anything can be learned about the number of the underlying design isomorphism classes.
